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For over 20 years, AccAdueo has been the mee-
ting place for the entire water services sector. Manufacturers of  
materials, technologies and equipment, state and privately 
owned companies for the integrated management of water 
services, municipalities and contractors have in AccAdueo 
the place to meet, compare and stay up-to-date.
The extensive calendar of conferences and technical seminars 
dedicated to the close examination of the most important  
topics, with speakers of national and international prominence, 
is an opportunity that should not be missed by sector experts.
This is confirmed by the widespread support manifested by 
many, among whom the Vice President of Federutility Mauro 
D’Ascenzi: “collaboration with AccAdueo for Federutility is 
a well-established tradition based on contents. AccAdueo is 
for the Federation a high-level moment of discussion of current 
themes and industrial policy integrated with and complementary 
to our biennial event (originally H2Obiettivo 2000 that has now 
become the Festival of Water). At a time of great change for the 
water sector - from regulation to governance - the in-depth analy-
sis of management themes and of the difficulties of the regulations 
framework is perhaps the only path to finding sector stabilization, 
a condition that may not be sufficient but necessary for re-launch-
ing investments.”

With the Aim of becoming an even more important national and 
international event, starting in 2014 AccAdueo, which will 
be held, as usual, every two years, will change venue and dates 
moving to the Bologna Fair District in agreement with Ferrara Fiere, 
the exhibit area that has hosted the event up to the last edition in 
2012. Nicola Zanardi, President of Ferrara Fiere, has shown his ap-
preciation for the choice in these words: “For a President, losing an 
expo is always an element of regret. However, seeing it included as a 
key player in the Bologna district that is not only international but also 
more important, and which guarantees industry professionals greater 
relational  and, consequently, business opportunities, is a reason to be 
proud and feel fulfilled.”
Two other expos will be held simultaneously with AccAdueo: 
Smart City Exhibition, dedicated to city services, and Saie, with focus 
on the world of construction, which will both contribute to catering 
to a broader and more diversified audience of technicians and public  
administrators.

ACCADUEO 2014
THE PLACE TO mEET FOR THE 
wATER SERVICES SECTOR

NEw DATES, 
NEw VENUE,  
SAmE PERIODICITY 
AND AUTONOmY

FEATURES 2012
visitors: 6.711 expo area: 15.186 mq
exhibitors: 350 seminars: 48

Bologna, a welcoming city:
5,000 ROOMS in facilities that range from modern hotels 
belonging to international chains to traditional hotels 
located in the historical city centre, all situated less 
than 5 km from the Expo grounds.
ANOTHER 2,500 ROOMS within 30 minutes 
of the expo area.
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to support the internationalisation 
of the event and to make it easier to 
meet and establish business contacts 
with countries involved in important 
water services modernising projects, 
AccAdueo will develop an impor-
tant promotional programme to favour  
foreign business delegations coming 
from the area of Eastern Europe.
The delegations, which during the 
three exhibit days will meet exhibiting 
companies, will include construction 
companies, planning firms, distributors  
of materials for the construction of  
facilities, water treatment and distribu-
tion companies, as well as government 
authorities and local authority repre-
sentatives in the sector of water services  
management interested in establishing 
and developing business relations with 
the Italian production world.

u  dedicated motorway exit for Bologna Fair district;
u  availability in the immediate vicinity of the new 

high Speed train station (in operation since June 
2013);

u  just a few kilometres away, an airport with direct 
international flights to/from all major european  
cities, operated by both major airlines and low-
cost carriers;

u  broad availability of hotels at every level, follow-
ing important investments made in Bologna in 
the past few years;

u  vast parking areas available for visitors imme-
diately across from the event entrance;

u  parking spaces for exhibitors near exhibit areas.

THE ADVANTAGES 
OF THE BOLOGNA 
FAIR DISTRICT

INTERNATIONALISATION

Supported by:



AS in previouS editionS, AccAdueo 2014 
will feature a vast schedule of conferences and seminars 
able to embrace all of the sector’s current technical and 
scientific segments: regulation of water services, efficient 
management of water systems and loss, strategies, tech-
niques and application of international best practice for 
water management, environmental sustainability and 
policies in favour of the right to water in developing 
countries.
In order to maximise the opportunity for contact  
between conference participants and exhibiting compa-
nies, the format  successfully chosen in the halls of Ferrara 
Fair District will be reintroduced, which places the confer-
ence areas within the exhibit halls.
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in itS lASt editionS, AccAdueo 
has tried to favour the exchange of new ideas and 
innovations made by the companies. This is why, in 
2014, the now traditional Guide to New Products will 
continue to accompany the Innovation Showcase 
dedicated to new ideas presented by component 
and equipment manufacturers and selected by a 
technical and scientific committee of experts coming 
from water services management companies.

PRODUCT 
SECTORS

Equipment, fittings, machinery

Constructions site equipment

Components

Water and gas services management

Services for businesses, consulting

Operational sectors of the gas and water industry

ACCADUEO - H2O

CIACCAQUATTRO - CH4

H2O INDUSTRY

The following experts were part of the 
ACCAduEo Committee 2012: 

danilo Ancora (AQP)
claudio Anzalone (Gruppo HERA)
renato drusiani (Federutility)
Anna Ferrero (Iride)
Alberto hrobat (A2A)
daniela Santianni (Publiacqua)
riccardo Silvoni (ACEGAS-APS) 
roberto Zocchi (ACEA) 



H2O / CH4 
VISITORS TARGET 

• Public Utility
• Water management company
• Construction Company 
• Public Company / Institution
• Designer
• Distributor / Wholesaler
• Industry
•  Agricultural company

H2O INDUSTRY 
VISITORS TARGET 

• Industry
• Agro-food Industry
• Livestock
• Water management company / 
   Public Utility
• Energy production
• Government
• Research Center / University

the exhibition dedicated to the technologies for the transport 
and distribution of gas will feature a conference section that will 
focus on the investment projects of multi-utilities aimed at renewing 
the gas grids and will cover the most important and crucial themes 
for industry professionals. From recent data of the AEEG (i.e. the  
Authority for Electricity and Gas) emerges the high incidence of na-
tural gas covering national requirements (57.6 Mtep in 2011, on the  
decline compared to the 61.7 Mtep of 2010); the considerable reduc-
tion of 2011 with respect to 2010 is justified by the following con-
current factors: low economic growth, mild winter and considerable 
growth of photovoltaic energy (the increase in just one year of 7.5 
TWh of electrical energy generation from photovoltaic panels, equal-
ling the generation of approx. 6 400 MW groups).
A recent study of the CDP - the Deposit and Loan Fund - highlights the 
development of new investments in transport, storage and regasifi-
cation both in Italy and abroad, thus promoting the role of the Ita-
lian gas system in Europe. The document underlines that the market  
dynamics, as well as the high demand coming from the Far East and 
the new role of the United States as a producer (of shale gas) deter-
mine “new orders in the different regions, with considerable impact 
on the balances of supply and demand and on price-forming mecha-
nisms.
“In this global context, gas transport by ship - suggests the report -  
is the one more able to respond quickly to the emerging of new  
demand components, thanks to its flexibility. Liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) can contribute, with the future in mind, to overcoming the  
regionalisation that still typifies the international market, characte-
rised by different areas of price formation, with demand, supply and 
provision dynamics that are quite inconsistent.”

CIACCAQUATTRO

the project dedicated to the industrial sector.  
In face of the growing interest of manufacturing compa-
nies toward suitable treatment technologies and systems/ 
techniques aimed at reducing consumption and the  
rationalisation (including options of recovery and re-use) 
of water flow in production processes, h2o induStrY 
becomes the opportunity for focusing on industrial waters, 
offering the chance to exhibit to all suppliers and manufac-
turers of technologies, treatment systems, equipment and 
services dedicated to water management (supply water, 
process water, sewage water) in the industrial field, as well 
as to sector experts and consultants.
The attention will be focused on the more water-deman-
ding industrial sectors in which water management is 
the main concern, from the viewpoint of both costs and  
compliance with standards.
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HOw TO GET

2014

EAST ENTRANCE
MiChEliNo

ViA STAliNgRAdo

ViAlE dEllA fiERA

ViAlE A. MoRo

TANgENziAlE
EXiT 8

TANgENziAlE
EXiT 7

MiChEliNo 

MUlTi-SToREY PARKiNg

Coming from A13 Padova-Bologna, from 
A1 Milano-Bologna and from Firenze-
Bologna
Exit at “Bologna Fiera”
on motorway A14
“Tangenziale” ring road:
recommended exit nr. 8
GPS coordinates:
44° 30’ 32.08” N
11° 21’ 50.45” E

From Bologna Centrale train station
Bus nr. 35 (stop Viale della Fiera).
Passenger information: 
Phone: 051 290290 - www.tper.it
By taxi in 10 min
Radiotaxi CAT: Phone: 051 534141
Radiotaxi Cotabo: Phone: 051 372727

G. Marconi International Airport
G. Marconi International Airport is connected 
directly to Bologna Centrale train station by 
the convenient AERoBuS BLQ shuttle bus 
service. The train station is connected to the 
Fair District - Viale della Fiera entrance by bus 
35 (stop Viale della Fiera).
For further information: TPER (Trasporto 
Passeggeri Emilia-Romagna)
Passenger information: Phone: 051 290290 
www.tper.it
By taxi in 20 min
Radiotaxi CAT: Phone: 051 534141
Radiotaxi Cotabo: Phone: 051 372727


